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TOPOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE OF MULTIVALUED MAPS AND TOPOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE OF GRAPHS
Let (X,T) (Y,T) be 1\ topological spaces and S(Y) (resp. 2
y ) be the family of all nonempty (resp. nonempty, closed) subsets of V. The family of all mappings from X to S(Y) (resp. 2 V ) will be denoted by T(X,S(Y)) (resp. by T(A,2 y )). Next C+(A,2 y ), C~(A,2 y ) and C(A',2 y ) will denote the family of all upper scmicontimious multifunctions, all lower semicontinuous multifunctions and all lower and upper semicontinuous multifunction respectively.
Let {C n : n > 1} be a sequence of nonempty subsets of Y. The lower and upper limits of {C n : n > 1} arc defined as follows in [5] : Li C n (resp. Ls C n ) is the set of all points y (E Y each neighbourhood of which meets all but finitely (resp. infinitely many) sets C n . We say {C n : ra > 1} topologically converges to a set C if Li C n = Ls C n = C and we denote it by Lt C n = C. It is clear that Lt C n = C ifF Ls C n C C C Li C n .
A
sequence F N G T(X,S(Y)) topologically converges to a function F 6 T(X,S(Y)) iff Lt F n (x) = F(x)
for every x E X and it will be marked by Lt F N = F.
If F : X -*• 5(F) is a multifunction, Gr F will denote the graph of F i.e. GrF = {(*,»)€ (A* xK):yeF(s)}.
So GrF is a subset of A" x Y. If F,F n € T(X, S(Y)
) and a sequence {Gr F n : n > 1} topologically converges to GrF then we will say that the sequence {F n : n > 1} is graph convergent to a function F and we denote it by Lt Gr F n = GTF.
For a set D C Y the symbol B will be used to denote the closure of D. N will denote the set of positive integers.
is the open ball with radius r and center x.
In this paper vvc will consider relationship between topological and graph convergence.
We first prove the following useful lemma. Lemma 1. Let (A~,T), (Y, r) be topological spaces and {F, F n : n > 1} C T(X,S(Y)). Then: Proof.
(1) Let x £ X and y £ Li F n (x). To show (x,y) C LiGrF n let us take any neighbourhood U x V of (z, y). Since y £ Li F n (x) and V is the
The proof of the sccond part of Lemma 1 is similar. If (A', r) is discrete then topological and graph convergence are equivalent. Theorem 1. Lei (A',r) be a discrete topological space and {F, F n :
Proof. Let X be a space without limit points and a sequence {F n : n > 1} C T(X,S(Y)) topologically converges to F 6 T(X,S(Y)). Then LiF n (x) = F(x) for every x € A' and using the first part of Lemma 1 we get Gr F C Li Gr F n . To show Ls Gr F n C Gr F we choose a point (x, y) Gr F i.e. y £ F(x). Since F{x) = Lt F n {x) then F(x) is closed subset of Y and there exists open set V C Y such that y € F, V D F n (x) / 0 only eventually and V H F(x) = 0. Thus {.t} X V is a neighbourhood of (x,y) that meets at most finitely many members of Gr F n . So we conclude (z, y) £ Ls Gr F n and LsGrF" C GrF. Adding the first inclusion we obtain LtGrF n = GrF. Now, let A" be a space without limit points and a sequence F" € r(AT,5(y)) is a graph convergent to F G T(X,S(Y)).
Let x € X be an arbitrary point. We will show LtF n (x) = F(.r). Since LsGrF n = GrF then using the second part of Lemma 1 we obtain Ls F"(x) C F(x).
Let yGF and let VCY be an open neighbourhood of y. Then {iJxV is a neighbourhood of (x, y) € Gr F = Li Gr F n and it meets all but finitely many sets Gr F n . From this it follows that y £ Li F n (x) and F(x) C Li F n (x). Thus F(x) = LtF n (x) and the sequence {F n : n > 1} topologically converges to F. This completes the proof. P roof. Let XQ G A" bo a limit point and let {xn : n > 1} be a sequence in X convergent to xo-Let us put an -d(xo,xn).
(1) Now we define F, Fn G C{X,2 Y ) by:
For every x G A', eventually Fn(x) = /i(0); so {Fn : n > 1} topologically converges to F. Let y G h{ 1) -h(0). Then a sequence {(xn,y) : n > 1} converges to (xo,y) and (xn,y) G GrFn for every n G N. Hence (x0, y) G Li Gr Fn -Gr F and {Gr Fn : n > 1} is not topologically convergent to F. 
Since IJGrFn C Gr F and F has a closcd graph then LsGrFn C GrF. Suppose (x, y) G Gr F and let K(x, r) x U be any neighbourhood of (x, y) in
such that x' ^ xo. Then there is n0 such that Fn(x') = g(l) for n > nQ and (x',y) G (K(x,r) X U) C\ Gr Fn. Hence GrF C LiGrFn and together with the first inclusion we obtain Gr
Thus {Fn : n > 1} is not topologically convergent to F and the proof is completed.
If Now we define:
for every i = 0,..., 2 n ,
• c
Since Gr F D (JGrFn and F has a closed graph then LsGri^ C GrF.
Suppose DEFINITION. Let (y, R) be a completely regular topological space and let 7 be any compatible uniformity on Y. Subset A C T(X, S(Y)) is called:
(1) 7-uppcr equicoiitinuous (7-u.c.c.) at x G A" if for each V G 7 there exists a neighbourhood U of x, such that whenever F G A and xi G U then F^CT^x)].
(2) 7-lower cquicontinuous (7-l.c.c.) at x 6 A" if for each V G 7 there exists a neighbourhood U of x, such that whenever F G A and x\ G U then
A is called 7-u.e.c. (rcsp. 7-l.c.c.) if A is 7-u.e.c. (resp 7-l.e.c.) at every point x G X. (1) If {F n : 11 > 1} is 7-u.e.c. and Lt F n = F then LtGrF n = Gr F.
(2) If {F n \n> 1} is 7-u.e.c. at x and LtC.rF n = Gr F then Lt F n (x) = F(x).
Proof.
(1) Let {F n : n > 1} is 7-u.e.c. and Lt F n = F. Since F(x) = Li F"(x) for every x G A" then using the first part of Lemma 1 we get Gr F C Li Gr (2) Let {F n : n > 1} is 7-u.c.c. at x G A" and let LtGrF n = Gr F. We are going to show Lt F n (x) = F(x). As Gr F = LsGrF n then using the second part of Lemma 1 we conclude Ls F n (x) C F(x). Now, let y G F(x). Then (x,y) G Gr F = Li Gr F". Let W,V and U be the same as in the proof of the part (1). Then U X V[rj\ is a neighbourhood of (x,y) G LiGrF n and for almost every n G N there exists (x n ,y n ) G e(Ux V[y]) D Gr F n . Hence x n eU,y n e F n (x n ) C V[F n (x)] and for some C W. We also have y' n G F n (x), so F n (x) n W ^ 0 for almost every n G N.
Thus y G LiF"(.t) and F(x) C Li Fn(x).
Adding the earlier inclusion we obtain F(x) = LtFn(.r) and the proof is finished. So {G n : n > 1} is not 7-l.e.c. and Lt Gr II n = Gr II".
Let us consider metric spaces (A",c/i), (V,
(
